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Abstract

Here the Education-Work relationship is an issue for debate. According to the interactionist or reproductivist paradigm, education is considered as the central tool of personal, professional and national development and mobility, to be blamed for the perpetuation of cultural and social differences. This issue has been dealt with by Dr. Aparicio in works covering more than three decades and three generations along the line in university individuals (graduates, drop-outs, teachers, doctors), inserted in different occupational areas. The general purpose was to analyze the factors (quantitative) or dimensions (qualitative) which make an impact on university and work achievement (in their interaction) from their sui generis systemic theory. We will also work on the comparative studies done with doctors from different contexts, which are related to the professional mobility “observed” regarding the widely spread idea of degrees devaluation and mobility stagnation under the plafond effects (saturation) and problems associated to work insertion and promotion according to the level of education reached. The results show: a) said occupational mobility is resent even in quite marked-out levels within contexts in which the plafond effects make a lesser impact.
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1. Introduction

Research on Mobility has a long history (since 1980 until today). More precisely in 1983, Dr. Aparicio translated the work by R. Boudon, into Spanish [1]; this work would impact on the last decades of the world and on the key issues of her research. The comparative studies done with doctors fall within such frame, that is, with individuals who have reached the highest level of education.

The question arises: Was the PhD. degree the passport to professional mobility? Education is the principal “tool” for personal, professional and even national development. However, under the plafond effects (saturated with graduates – the more developed the countries are, the more evident the mobility), a high level of education does not always guarantees a kind of insertion into the labor market in keeping with the education acquired, nor with the career occupational mobility. It does not guarantees either the Satisfaction achieved or the feeling of Success into the professional practice under the present market conditions, so much so that we introduced the difference between objective Satisfaction and subjective Satisfaction.

Here are our guiding questions (hypotheses).

Let us consider for a moment the notion of democratization of education, which had consequences on employment.

The perspective of educational mobility as a factor of social and professional achievement was paramount in the 1960s, especially in the US, and it was quite linked Aspirations or n-Ach (we refer to the founding fathers: [2], [3], [4],[5],[6],[7],[8],[9],[10], [11], [12].

In Argentina, a country where university has been free and open to “everyone wishing to dwell on Argentine land”, to cite the Argentine Constitution, this perspective is central in the “national ethos”. It is well known that during the last century Argentina received one of the most important European migratory floods in history. These Europeans having different levels of education, yearned for their descendants to get to university. This matter was immortalized in the phrase “my son, the doctor”, quite used by Italians (the largest community settled in Argentina, so much co, that in Buenos Aires, it is even larger than the native population). With the ethos of effort in a country where the structural and situational conditions, they managed to progress and change the
physiognomy of the country, from the educational as well as from the occupational point of view, helping the country develop to the extent that it became the 4th world power [13]. This issue has been dealt with by Dr. Aparicio on two occasions.

In a first stage, coinciding with the research by CONICET and within the sociological-political-economic context, she dealt with Intergenerational Mobility in university graduates in order to analyze the role of Education in the national and personal growth process [14], [15], [16], [17], [18], [19], [20], [21], [22], [23], [24], [25], [26], [27], [28], [29]; [30], [31].

The work studied 1,152 families thanks to the cooperation of INDEC (National Statistics Bureau). This helped to get a representative sample of the Mendoza City and its surroundings.

A descriptive-percentage analysis was carried out that showed the progress in sociocultural and economic variables, which made no impact on the psychosocial variables associated to abrupt changes, as it was observed in studies carried out, especially in the US (anomy, cultural conflict associated to a change in the membership group, status inconsistency, etc.[32], [33],[34], [35], [36], [37], [38], [39], [40], [41], [42], [43],[44], [45], [46]. Mobility rates were also applied: [47], [48], [49]. This was followed by a mathematical analysis: [50], [51]. The results, beyond the methodological problems encountered arising from a sui generis systemic perspective, revealed a clear educational and socio-professional mobility, which in turn had an impact at the psychosocial level [52], [53], [54],[55].

In a second stage (from 1995 on), the study focused on the analysis of the impact of core and sociocultural variables, not only on sociological factors but on psychosocial factors as well. The stage also discussed Professional or Career Mobility – without overlooking intergenerational Mobility – in Argentina in relation to the Mobility observed in other countries with quite different characteristics (Spain, Paraguay, France).

It should be noticed that, towards the 2000s, the professional careers become the core issue in international studies in which professional Mobility or “promotion” takes again a very important place. In fact, this variable, in the research practice, had been left aside due to different factors
such as the increasing importance of work insertion in relation with the market demands, in addition to other problems, such as the growing business relocation and competitiveness within the frame of globalization. All that made an impact on and fragmented the actors’ identity. This problem is still central since it concerns itself with the individuals within their socioeconomic context, even affecting their health [56], [57], [58], [59], [60], [54], [55].

As regards Argentina, we go from a very solid educational and social mobility – relatively, one of the highest worldwide – to a state of stagnation. The 90s become a landmark, which some called “the lost decade”. Then there is the crisis of 2000-2003, most relevant as regards employment. Our research showed over 20% of university graduate who were unemployed, even though those with a higher level of education were better positioned than those with a lower level. Structural unemployment reaches the highest point [61], [62], [63]. The careers of the university graduates became jeopardized by the socio-political and economic situation and so did the possibilities of mobility at the professional level [64], [42], [43], [44], [65], [66], [67], [68], [69].

In addition, the notion that educational intergenerational Mobility had stagnated after the migratory flood in the XX century spread. However, our results showed that, even if this mobility had decreased compared with the previous century, it had not ceased: those individuals whose parents and grandparents had low or medium levels of education managed to enter university. One of the latest research works showed the even in the sample of doctors (human and social sciences as well as hard sciences) educational promotion or mobility continued, despite what other viewpoints (hyper-functionalists / reproductivists) supported, more in accordance with a notion of an elite university for an elite [70]. Our results have been recently confirmed at Universidad Nacional de Buenos Aires (UBA): in august 2017 the rector declared that “… half of the students are the first members in their families to enter university” (...) “The role of the university is to be available to all sectors. Every day, more and more people endeavor to get a university level of education.” [71]. In brief: many parents and grandparent did not get to university.

The question was: Which was the Scenario in the occupational area regarding mobility?
General Objectives

1. To be acquainted with professional mobility in Ph.D. programs in social and human sciences within two different contexts: Argentina and France; two countries with quite different histories in terms of Ph.D training in this disciplinary area.

2. To get to know if the “plafond” effect or university graduates saturation (educational mobility) makes an impact on the two groups of doctors as regards professional mobility.

3. To determine the issue of the fall of professional mobility during the period of “degree devaluation” and the notions supported by the means or systems of belief, with no empirical referents, so as to avoid non-critical extrapolations.

Hypothesis

Ph.D. studies have an impact on work positioning and, more globally, on professional careers, even more in less developed countries and when the “saturation” effect is less obvious.

2. Methodology

2.1. Population

We worked with Ph. D. students and doctors in social and human sciences in Argentina (UNCuyo, Ph. D. program in Education and Social Sciences) and in France (a university in Paris, with a long history). Three Ph.D. programs will be involved: Education (Adults), Management Sciences and Sociology, hoping to find different levels of work positioning and insertion according to disciplinary areas/fields. The study considered the students entering as from 2005 in both institutions. The samples were representative [72].

2.2. Techniques

Among the quantitative techniques, we used a semi-structured interview for Ph. D. students and doctors (2005-2014). Among the qualitative techniques, we used a semi-directive interview, word association [73], [74], [75] and hierarchical evocation. Finally, we designed a mobility scale with the participation of HR Directors, including Argentine university students. This paper focuses on the descriptive-quantitative level.
3. Results

We could access to occupational Mobility issue in its different types (vertical, horizontal, internal, external) in different situations and we found revealing coincidences [76], [72]. First, we explained some notions implied on such types; we then pointed out some of the most substantial results (the French and Argentine group). Our core issue is professional Mobility (one of the central variables related to careers) according to «Careers», so as to reveal significant associations and unexpected aspects.

Let us sketch out the lines of analysis to be able to focus later on the figures by careers.

External and internal professional Mobility: between statistics and the mobility observed in our sample (France and Argentina) by career.

Let us remember: “Professional Mobility is a classical principle of adjustment in the labor market as well as a source of career development and improvement of employment conditions for the individuals.” (p.1) [77], [78].

There are two types of mobility: external and internal.

External mobility has to do with the change of institution/business or workplace and implies a risk of unemployment and job discontinuity (change of employer) [79]. In most cases, such external mobility is a type of mobility in decline, according to the professional experience. About this, the following should be pointed out:

- The lack of external mobility does not mean that the individuals remain in their Jobs: they may experience movements within the same workplace (public/private) they are working (internal mobility).
- Those youths who are well integrated in the labor market are usually those who change workplaces most often; that is, they evolve through different ways from internal mobility. This type of mobility requires more training and may be more destabilizing, as Dr. Aparicio states, since external mobility may be caused by a chance of residence, a new recruitment, and a new evaluation. This mobility involves the participation of more intermediate actors than in internal mobility, in which the decision for promotion is taken in the center of the same workplace.

Globally, in the studies done by Cereq (France):

- Young people show predominance towards external mobility (men above all) over internal mobility.

---

1 They are represented by their association with a variable (in our case, professional Mobility) but also with other associated variables which constitute the essence of the research. In this case, professional Mobility has been considered in its association to obtaining a degree, to Satisfaction, to Gender, to Income, and to Social background. In a second stage, the variables associated among themselves were regrouped.
Céreq states that “… external mobility is evident, especially, among men since, leveling the rest of the associated variables, 16% of them has more possibilities than women to change workplaces during the fourth or fifth year of active working life” (p.2) [79].

- This kind of mobility is, partly, sustained by the past mobility which, quite often shows on its base dissatisfaction with professional situation and uncertainty regarding the future.

- Mobility or change of employer becomes more important when the size of the workplace is “weak” (so, an indicator of “objective” achievement in this work is the size of the workplace in combination with other indicators.

- This external mobility is more obvious in the private than in the public sector: 36% against 22% (Ibid., p. 2).

As regards internal mobility, it involves at least one of the three following elements: profession, activity content, a higher salary and also movement recognition as a kind of internal mobility.

This aspect is very important, even when it may appear minor: throughout Dr. Aparicio’s research on professional careers with different social actors (Aparicio 1995-2013), it could be verified that real “objective” mobility and the sensation of having experienced mobility are two different things. About this aspect, Dupray & Moullet [77] also express themselves. It should be necessary to focus on some aspects of these authors regarding young people:

- Less than the half of youths considers that these evolutions represent an “effective” internal mobility: “All in all, only a fourth of youngsters has experienced just one internal mobility” (Ibid., p.1) [77]. We will later show which the levels of external and internal have been among the groups of doctors by careers, thus evidencing the highest levels of internal mobility. We will then notice certain inconsistency between alleged mobility and the actual mobility (lived as such) by the doctors.

- It could be expected that those who have recently entered the labor market to be the best equipped for internal mobility (p. 2).

- Internal mobility concerns more to men than to women. Dupray says that this fact is associated to being a father.
There are two differences between internal and external mobility: the latter depends on contextual factors and considerations associated to an individual career, in which the degree may play an important role. In other terms, external mobility depends on factors that surpass the professional sphere and reach the individual and family dimensions.

Let us resume some of Céreq’s conclusions in France:

-Far from building alternative strategies of ways and itineraries for careers, internal and external mobility, globally speaking, concern different publics: internal mobility is closer to well-positioned debutants in terms of a degree as well as of employment.

-Internal and external mobility are associated to different employment formation profiles based on partly different conditions.

-They have had the same effects in the short run: mobility may be based on a non-promotional nature (in the French groups, external mobility appears the most effective: 65% of the debutants who have changed workplaces actually consider mobility to have been favorable; only the 27% declares having been promoted, whereas 11% has changed positions without considering themselves promoted [79], we resume now the figures the author provides to be faithful to the French data).

-As for the rest, external and internal mobility are associated to different levels of salary.

After showing some statistics of the French system (Argentina does not have processed data for this category, being the same type of mobility), let us take a moment to analyze the internal and external mobility observed in the groups of doctors according to career.

We have designed a scale to detect these motilities with a group of HR Directors from different institutions in Argentina [67], and we examined what each career showed.

In France, we see a “lateral fall in the professional hierarchy from one organization to another”
of 11.1% in adults education and “a fall by descending displacement” only in Management Sciences (12.5%).

-As regards obtaining the “first job”, Management Sciences professionals are the ones with the highest percentage (34%).

-We could also confirm that in France there exists a “Horizontal displacement in a work pale in identical jobs” in the following careers: Adults Education (11.1%), Work Sociology (0%) y Management Sciences (6.25%). A more suitable displacement is observed in Adults Education (equivalent to the Ph.D. Degree in Education in Argentina).

In Argentina, displacement appears in a very clear way in the Ph.D. Degree in Education but it is non-existing in Social Sciences. The former shows the highest level of “horizontal displacement in the same workplace and same position”.

-As regards “lateral displacement from one workplace to another to a higher position”, studies done at Cnam show only one individual in such category (Adults Education).

-As regards “lateral displacement from one workplace to a more important one but to a less important position”, only 25% (the Work Sociology group) has experienced such displacement.

-Finally, “vertical displacement within the same workplace” is observes only in the Ph.D. Degree in Education (75%) and 0% for the rest on the careers. This shows that the (75%) Ph.D. Degree in Education at Universidad Nacional de Cuyo has been a factor of professional mobility for those who, for a long time, had wanted to have a quality program to let them to get a Ph. D, degree in such disciplinary area.

4. Discussion and Conclusion

The results help get to identify, by country, institution and career, the type of Mobility known by the groups of doctors in the frame of an original research and regarding an current issue in the world of work, whatever the context may be. These results haven compared with the existing statistics for the same categories.
Concerning the objectives set out, we could also see the implications of the plafond or doctors saturation effect. France was a pioneer in such matter, for it is well-known that the Sorbonne ranks second among the west universities. Argentina, along this line, had the first university in Latin-America, which opened a few years after the Conquest. However, the number of doctors (in absolute terms and by career) is much higher in France, and precisely there doctors experience a lower mobility (particularly, in the area of Education).

Finally, although away from the purpose of our analysis, we could see that not always the higher mobility “observed” (as Bertaux states) is “experienced” or “felt” by those who reached the fourth level as actual mobility, that is why Mobility is not always associated to Satisfaction. Similar results were shown in the same research concerning income and other economic benefits: some seek in these Ph.D. Degrees in Social Sciences – less promising than others in terms on economic development – their personal fulfillment and professional development rather than economic satisfaction.
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